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Abstract
Objective — This study examines differences in Chinese high school students’ alcohol expectancies by drinking status (nondrinker, occasional drinker, regular drinker) and gender (male, female).
Method — The authors administered the Chinese Adolescent Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire (CAEQ) to a convenience sample of 1244 high school students (M = 627; F = 617) from schools in Hohhot City and Tongliao City in Inner Mongolia, China.
Results — Differences were found in the 8 CAEQ factors (3 negative and 5 positive factors). Regular drinkers had lower negative consequences and higher positive perception expectancies than nondrinkers or occasional drinkers. Nondrinkers had higher harm to person/reputation expectancies than occasional or regular drinkers. Occasional drinkers had higher beneficial/moderation and lower harm to person/reputation expectancies than nondrinkers. Boys had higher positive perception expectancies than girls.
Conclusion — Expectancies are associated with Chinese adolescents’ drinking. Identifying the characteristics of alcohol consuming youth can inform the development of prevention interventions and alcohol policies.
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Introduction

Current Alcohol Situation in China

Between 1949 and 1981, beer production in China increased 91 times.¹ The World Health Organization reported this increase in per capita consumption of pure alcohol (liters) among adults 15 years of age and older in China to be the second highest in the world.¹ Today, China is the world’s largest producer of beer ²,³ and liquor.³ (Wine production in 2004 was 370,000 tons, up 15% from 2003.⁴) Using total midyear population and production data, the World Advertising Research Centre (2005) estimated per capita consumption of spirits alone to be 3 liters of pure alcohol, and spirits, beer, and wine combined to be 4.0 liters.³ The World Health Organization estimates per capita alcohol consumption for the population 15 years and older at 4.45 liter.⁵ Estimates of home-made alcohol, popular in rural areas, are unknown.
These changing patterns of alcohol use can be attributed to China’s expanding population and to the changes in the economy and society since China opened to the west that have resulted in changes in the way alcohol, especially beer, is produced, marketed, and distributed.

Beginning in the 1990s, foreign alcohol companies initiated numerous joint ventures in China, diversifying the marketplace with the introduction of foreign brands. This newly internationalized business sector has consolidated production, increased production efficiencies, reduced production waste, and developed efficient distribution and sales networks, resulting in economies of scale that have ensured low prices despite the rising costs of raw materials. At the same time, increasingly sophisticated market research has helped companies, especially foreign companies, better target their advertising and sales promotion strategies. China’s expanding population alone is a significant assist to increased sales without the need to increase the proportion of drinkers in the population or the amount they drink.

These changes in alcohol availability, coupled with the rapidly expanding availability of private automobiles and the construction of high-speed highways, have no doubt contributed to the increases in traffic crash injuries and death. Since 1983, there has been a rising prevalence of alcohol-related disorders in the medical records of the Chinese health care system. Similar changes in alcohol-related social problems like crime, violence, and family disorder are reported.

Despite these changes in alcohol availability and the suggestions of increasing alcohol-related problems, China does not experience the magnitude of alcohol-related problems common in the West. A long history of experience with alcohol control policies, strong family-centered traditions, and a culture emphasizing moderation and self-respect have no doubt helped. Nevertheless, the government has initiated actions to reduce the likelihood of alcohol-related problems. In the last decade, concerns about quality control in the production process have led to increased production regulations. The production of high alcohol liquors is discouraged. The government has increased taxes on spirits, restricted licenses for the spirits industry, and begun to regulate the import of spirits. The government’s aim is for spirits to contain no more than 40% alcohol. In 2007, the government announced a law prohibiting the sale of alcohol to those younger than 18. At the same time, there has been increasing enforcement of the drunk-driving traffic laws.

As these social changes continue, there will be a continuing need to develop public policies that allow for alcohol’s role in society while reducing alcohol-related problems. A better understanding or the psychological and sociological aspect of alcohol use can help the development of public policies. This article describes a technique to better understand alcohol-related adolescent behaviors and illustrates the value of this approach with data of a type that could be valuable in developing public policies. Contemporary data, however, must always be viewed in an historical context.

**Alcohol Use and Chinese Culture**

China has a long history of alcohol production and use. Archaeologists have recovered alcohol vessels made 6000 to 7000 years ago, suggesting that alcohol use in China originated at least as early as 5000 BCE. Cases of alcoholism were recorded in Chinese traditional medicine texts as early as 2200 BCE, and there is historical evidence of government control of alcohol as early as the reign of Emperor Yu in 2298-2205 BCE. Occasionally, the fall of a dynasty was attributed to alcohol. Nevertheless, alcohol use is considered an integral part of Chinese culture and often accompanies music, dance, and other literary and artistic activities. Jiu (alcohol in Chinese) is regarded as the representation of happiness and the embodiment of auspiciousness, but jiu is also one of the Four Vices, or “disasters”:
anizing, gambling, drinking, and smoking. Alcohol is a staple at weddings, banquets, celebrations, family association meetings, ceremonies, and other auspicious occasions. The Chinese especially enjoy alcohol at their traditional festivals, in part because it symbolizes luck, auspiciousness, health, and long life.

**Chinese Adolescent Alcohol Use**

There are few studies of Chinese adolescent alcohol use. A review of the available literature suggests the following:

- Drinking begins between 12 and 15 years of age.
- The proportion of adolescents who are drinkers in Shanghai and Beijing is similar to the proportion of American adolescents who are drinkers, but the rate of frequent drinking is lower among Chinese adolescents than among US adolescents.
- Adolescent alcohol use in China varies by region. Adolescent alcohol use in more isolated areas is lower than in the large urban areas, at least for beer.
- Male and female patterns of alcohol use differ significantly, with male use greatly exceeding female use.
- Parental and peer alcohol use influences young people’s alcohol use.
- Beer is the most popular alcoholic beverage among adolescents.
- Traditional and cultural values shape alcohol use by, for example, discouraging drinking among children and females and by limiting alcohol use to certain times and events. A strong tradition of maintaining reputation of one’s self, one’s family, and one’s work unit stipulates that drinkers control themselves and refrain from bad behavior after drinking.
- There are times and places, especially in the business community, when extreme drinking is accepted and even expected.

**Alcohol Expectancy Theory**

Expectancy theory has served as a conceptual basis for studying adolescent alcohol use for the past 20 years in the United States. Expectancy theory is a memory-based cognitive learning theory. An expectancy is the repeated perception of an association between a behavior and an outcome, which leads to the memorization of the association. The memory is in the form of an “if-then” relationship between the behavior and its consequences. Examples of alcohol expectancy statements are the following: If I drink alcohol, then I will feel relaxed; if I drink alcohol then I will be seen as strong; and if I drink alcohol then it will be easier to join in the conversation. Once memorized, the associations then go on to influence future behaviors. In this manner, early learning experiences influence later behavior by means of the learned expectancy associated with drinking.

Expectancies incorporate many influences, including parental modeling, personality characteristics, biological vulnerability to alcohol, peer influences, sociocultural influences, mass media, and cultural influences. Alcohol expectancies are learned and can be formed at an early age, even before the actual consumption of alcohol, based on observations of other people’s alcohol use and their reactions. Expectancies can be revised on the basis of one’s own experiences with alcohol use. Expectancies have been found to be useful in predicting drinking behavior, patterns of use, the onset of use, and patterns of problematic use. Longitudinal studies have shown that expectancies are antecedent predictors of drinking behavior. There is little information on the influence of expectancies on Chinese adolescents’ drinking behavior.
The Objective of This Study

The purpose of this study was to examine whether there were differences in Chinese high school students’ expectancies by drinking status (nondrinker, occasional drinker, regular drinker) and whether male and female students differed in their expectancies.

Method

The methodology used was a questionnaire survey of high school students in 2 cities in Inner Mongolia, China.

Participants

Participants were a convenience sample of 1285 high school students from schools in Tongliao City and Hohhot City in Inner Mongolia, China. Complete data were obtained from 1244 students (M = 627, F = 617; 664 in the 10th grade, 517 in the 11th grade, and 63 in the 12th grade). The majority of students (763) were of Han ethnicity, with 423 students of Mongolian ethnicity. The remaining 58 students were of other or unknown ethnicity.

Measures

The Chinese Adolescent Alcohol Expectancy Scale (CAEQ). The scale, called the Chinese Adolescent Expectancy Questionnaire, was initially developed from 3 months of fieldwork involving in-depth interviews with individual students and focus group discussions exploring alcohol expectancies with 64 adolescents in Inner Mongolia. Also contributing to the process was a review of previous alcohol expectancy scales and a review of available literature. From this work, a 131-item CAEQ was developed and pretested with 120 students. Wording and question structure were changed in a few questions based on the pretest. The revised scale contained 131 items and assessed expectancy statements with a 6-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).

The 131-item CAEQ was administered to 919 students from Inner Mongolia. Principal components analysis was used to identify the dimensionality of questionnaire items. This analysis resulted in an 8-factor solution. The 131-item CAEQ was again factored using principle components with varimax rotation. This analysis confirmed the 8-factor structure of the scale identified previously with the principle components analysis. The items in each of the factors were then examined for statistical adequacy (loadings above 0.30, loading uniquely on a single factor) and conceptual consistency with other items in the factor. Based on these criteria, we removed poorly fitting items.

The final CAEQ instrument contained 88 items. The scales with sample items and their coefficient \( \alpha \) reliability estimates are shown in Table 1. Expectancy scores were computed as the mean score of the items in each of the 8 CAEQ factors. \( \alpha \) values for most scales were satisfactory, although the values for harm to person/reputation, negative uses of alcohol, and beneficial drinking/moderation scales were somewhat low. The \( \alpha \) values for the CAEQ are within the same ranges as the test-retest reliabilities reported for the Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire (AEQ) developed in the United States for both the adult and adolescent versions.

Drinking measures. We created drinking status categories as follows: Nondrinkers were those who reported never drinking or not drinking within the past year, occasional drinkers were those who drank in the last year but not in the last 30 days, and regular drinkers were those who drank both in the last year and within the last 30 days. A valid measure of drinking quantity could not be obtained because of the lack of standardized drinking containers, unregulated alcohol content, varying concentration of alcohol in different drinks,
the sale of alcohol in bottles of different sizes, and the practice of consuming alcohol from glasses, cups, and bowls of different sizes; consequently only frequency was used to categorize drinkers and nondrinkers.

**Procedures**

Students completed the CAEQ and answered demographic and alcohol use questions in their classroom. The staff of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Health Education Institute and local health workers administered the questionnaire. The teachers were not present in the classrooms during the survey. The questionnaire took approximately 30 to 50 minutes to complete. Although students were informed that participation was voluntary, participation was 100% in all classrooms.

**Analysis**

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to examine whether expectancies differed for drinking status (nondrinker, occasional drinker, regular drinker) and gender. A significance level of \( \alpha = .01 \) was used for all tests.

**Results**

Significant main effects were found for drinking status (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.928, F(16, 2462) = 5.83, P < .001, \eta^2 = 0.036 \)) and gender (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.975, F(8, 1231) = 4.02, P < .001, \eta^2 = \))

**Table 1. Chinese Adolescent Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire Factors and \( \alpha \) Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Sample Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| General negative consequences, 18 items | .76           | Drinking alcohol causes dizziness or headache.  
Drinking alcohol tends to get me in trouble.  
Drinking alcohol is harmful to health.  
Drinking causes delay of work or business. |
| Harm to person/reputation, 8 items    | .56           | Females drinking can influence her reputation.  
Drinking alcohol will influence one’s social development.  
Students with good academic records drink less frequently. |
| Negative uses of alcohol, 7 items     | .50           | People may act excessively on opposite sex by using alcohol as an excuse.  
I may drink alcohol when I am feeling bad.  
The purpose of drinking is to show off oneself before other people. |
| General positive perceptions, 14 items| .72           | Drinking is welcome behavior.  
Drinking should be filled with joy.  
A person drinking a large amount of alcohol is admired.  
Drinking is worth its cost. |
| Tension reduction/relaxation, 16 items| .72           | Drinking can relieve mental pressure.  
Drinking alcohol makes people relax.  
Drinking makes people forget displeased things.  
Drinking makes fun. |
| Drinking as social courtesy, 9 items  | .63           | I am afraid to hurt others’ feeling when I refuse their toast.  
People would be disappointment without alcohol at parties.  
Toasting shows respect. |
| Social facilitation, 7 items          | .61           | It is easier to handle affairs when drinking.  
Drinking can boost one’s courage.  
Drinking helps improve interpersonal relationship. |
| Beneficial drinking/moderation, 9 items| .59           | Drinking but not drunkenness is delighted.  
Drinking a little is acceptable.  
A little drinking is beneficial for health. |
Mean scores and MANOVA results for the comparisons based on drinking status are shown in Table 2. Regular drinkers had lower negative consequences and higher positive perception expectancies than nondrinkers or occasional drinkers and lower harm to person/reputation expectancies than nondrinkers. Occasional drinkers had higher beneficial/moderation expectancies than nondrinkers. The effect sizes for all significant differences were approximately one third of a standard deviation, indicating a moderate and meaningful difference.

Mean scores and MANOVA results for the gender comparisons are shown in Table 3. Boys and girls differed only in general positive perceptions. Boys had higher positive perception expectancies than girls. The effect size for general positive perceptions was approximately one third of a standard deviation, indicating a moderate and likely meaningful difference. There were no other significant differences, although boys generally tended to rate positive expectancies higher and negative expectancies lower than girls.

Discussion

Relationship of Alcohol Use and Alcohol Expectancies

Regular drinkers had higher general positive perceptions and lower general negative consequences expectancy perceptions than either occasional drinkers or nondrinkers. This suggests that expectancies may play an important role in the frequency of drinking by Chinese adolescents. Results also suggest that those who drink regularly may react more to global expectations for more positive outcomes and fewer negative outcomes in general than to expectations about more specific physical or social outcomes.

Nondrinkers had higher harm to person/reputation expectancies than either occasional or regular drinkers. This suggests that the expectation that drinking could damage one’s reputation or cause one to be looked on unfavorably by others may play an important role in these adolescents’ decision making concerning abstinence. Occasional drinkers had higher
beneficial drinking/moderation expectancies than nondrinkers. This suggests that drinking for occasional drinkers may be the result of expected benefits from pursuing a moderate course of drinking, which operates as a protective factor against more frequent drinking.

**Relationship of Gender and Alcohol Expectancies**

Boys had higher general positive perception expectancies than girls, suggesting that they are more likely to see drinking as something that results in positive outcomes. There were no other significant differences, although boys generally tended to rate positive expectancies higher and negative expectancies lower than girls. These results are consistent with other studies in the West\(^{17,18}\) that have found few differences in expectancies between boys and girls.

**Unique Nature of Chinese Students’ Alcohol Expectancies**

Five of the scales identified in the CAEQ were similar to those found in expectancy research in the United States\(^{16-18}\) (General Negative Consequences, Harm to Person/Reputation, Negative Uses of Alcohol, General Positive Perceptions, Tension Reduction/Relaxation). Three of the scales appeared to reflect unique aspects of Chinese culture (Drinking as Social Courtesy, Social Facilitation, Beneficial Drinking/Moderation).

This suggests that in addition to somewhat universal cross-cultural alcohol expectancies, adolescents may develop expectancies that reflect the particular culture and experiences to which they are exposed. These findings are consistent with alcohol expectancy theory, which proposes that expectancies are shaped by experience, and experience is shaped by culture.

**Conclusion/Recommendation**

Knowing about the alcohol expectancies of different groups provides valuable insight for educators and policymakers who are interested in moderating the negative effects and protecting the important social roles that alcohol plays in some societies. Expectancies are learned; therefore, expectancies that are directly linked to high-risk behaviors, for example, the possible expectancy that alcohol enhances sexuality can become the focus of carefully designed educational programs that challenge the expectancy. Similarly, if expectan-
cies suggest high-risk traffic safety behavior, they may become the focus of debates related to public policy. Expectancies that are associated with low-risk behaviors can be strengthened in educational and community settings and be the focus of educational programs for younger children and parents. Knowing more about expectancies, particularly, in societies that are undergoing cultural changes or experiencing an influx of Western influences that could weaken traditional protective cultural influences could provide a useful gauge to assess the extent and rate of these changes.

This study suggests a caution in generalizing findings about the structure of expectancies across cultures and nationalities and a need to consider local customs, beliefs, and practices when assessing the expectancies persons may have about alcohol. Clearly, further research into culturally specific expectancy patterns in China and other countries is needed to extend these findings.

This study is limited by the sampling of students from only one region of China. Future research needs to extend the examination of expectancies to a broader, more representative sample of Chinese adolescents. Also, the study is cross-sectional. Future research needs to look at the development of expectancies longitudinally across the high-school years and at how this is related to longitudinal change in drinking. Research also needs to examine the relationships between expectancies and problem behaviors associated with drinking, such as drinking and driving. It would also be desirable to examine the relations between expectancies and drinking quantity as well as frequency, although developing sound measures of quantity remains a significant methodological problem. Continued development of the CAEQ is also needed to enhance reliability and validity. Despite these limitations, the study provides the first data on adolescents’ alcohol expectancies in China and a solid starting point for continued research.
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